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Professional Floor Cleaning Equipment
COLT MULTI-PURPOSE SCRUBBER

MOTOR 24VDC SQUEEGEE WIDTH 750MM

VACUUM 500W TURNING DIAMETER 1520MM 

TANK CAPACITY 42L Solution Tank / 48L Recovery Tank BATTERY 12V*2 (110AH)

CLEANING WIDTH 508MM / 20 INCHES NOISE OUTPUT 58DB

BRUSH SPEED 155RPM WEIGHT 170KG

BRUSH SIZE 20 INCHES (50.8CM) WORKING CAPACITY 1750m2²/hr

BATTERY RUN TIME Up to 3 hours on a single charge DIMENSIONS 120x54x107cm

FEATURES
PRODUCTIVITY & SAFETY
The Colt’s flexible squeegee leaves the floor 
clean and dry in a single pass, significantly 
reducing OH&S accidents due to wet floors.

COMPACT MANEUVERABILITY
Compact sized body is able to fit into most 
elevators for multi-storey transport and 
allows for a smaller swing diameter capable 
of cleaning tight spaces efficiently.

CORD-FREE SCRUBBING
Eliminate the hazards of power cords 
while scrubbing with a battery capable of 
continuous 3 hours operation with a single 
charge.

POWERFUL YET QUIET
Powerful yet quiet electric motor producing a 
low noise output of 58dB.

OVERVIEW
The Mitchell GS-13 Rotary Scrubber is ideal for daily floor cleaning and 
scrubbing. It is simple to use and is ergonomically designed for maximum 
operator comfort, making it an essential tool for the cleaning professional.

The rugged all metal housing provides the power and durability to withstand 
punishment and last through the toughest jobs. 

This machine offers great value - with the solution tank, brush, and pad 
holder all coming standard with the machine ready to handle any job. 

GS-13 ROTARY SCRUBBER

MOTOR 0.75 KW (1HP) 220V/50HZ

BRUSH SPEED 150 RPM

BRUSH/PAD SIZE 33CM (13 INCHES)

MACHINE WEIGHT 33KG

HANDLE HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

LEAD 13M HEAVY DUTY SAFETY RUBBER

STANDARD ACCESSORIES Solution tank, brush, and pad holder

FEATURES
SAFETY FIRST
Thumb activated safety interlock switch 
prevents accidental start ups.

RUGGED ALL METAL HOUSING
Provides the durability you need to handle 
the toughest jobs.

NON-MARKING BUMPERS
Full surround non-marking bumpers help 
prevent damage to walls and furniture.

OVERVIEW
The Mitchell COLT multi-purpose scrubber eliminates the hazard of 
power cords while scrubbing with a battery capable of up to 3 hours 
continuous operation with a single charge.

The quiet but powerful electric motor cleans small to medium size 
areas quickly and efficiently, combining scrubbing and drying in 
one machine. It scrubs the floor and collects waste material into a 
separate tank to be discarded later, leaving the floor clean and dry 
in a single pass- significantly reducing OH&S accidents due to wet 
floors. 

Its compact sized body is able to fit into most elevators for multi-
storey transport and allows for a smaller swing diameter capable of 
cleaning tight spaces efficiently. Compact and built tough to last in 
commercial cleaning environments

Professional Floor Cleaning Equipment

OVERVIEW
Capable of up to 3300m²/hr cleaning efficiency, the Mitchell Brumby 
ride-on scrubber/dryer will get any job done with speed and ease 

It integrates both scrubbing and drying in one machine, leaving the 
floor clean and dry in a single pass – significantly reducing OH&S 
accidents due to wet floors. 

The Brumby is equipped with a quiet electric motor producing a low 
noise output of 58dB and capable of continuous 3-4 hours operation 
with a single charge.

Its compact sized body is able to fit into most elevators for multi-
storey transport and allows for a smaller swing diameter capable of 
cleaning tight spaces efficiently.

BRUMBY RIDE-ON FLOOR SCRUBBER/DRYER

KVG-17F MULTI-PURPOSE SCRUBBER

MOTOR 24VDC / 400W SQUEEGEE WIDTH 780MM

VACUUM 500W TURNING DIAMETER 1380MM

TANK CAPACITY 60L Solution Tank / 60L Recovery Tank BATTERY 12V*2 (150 AH)

CLEANING WIDTH 560MM / 22 INCHES NOISE OUTPUT 58DB

BRUSH SPEED 170RPM WEIGHT 220KG

BRUSH SIZE 22 INCHES (55.88CM) WORKING CAPACITY 3300m²2/hr

BATTERY RUN TIME Up to 4  hours on a single charge DIMENSIONS 126x60x120cm

FEATURES
PRODUCTIVITY & SAFETY
The Brumby’s flexible squeegee system 
leaves the floor clean and dry in a single 
pass, significantly reducing OH&S accidents 
due to wet floors.

CORD-FREE SCRUBBING
Eliminate the hazards of power cords 
while scrubbing with a battery capable of 
continuous 3-4 hours operation with a single 
charge.

COMPACT MANEUVERABILITY
Compact sized body is able to fit into most 
elevators for multi-storey transport and 
allows for a smaller swing diameter capable 
of cleaning tight spaces efficiently.

POWERFUL YET QUIET
Powerful yet quiet electric motor producing a 
low noise output of 58dB.

OVERVIEW
The KVG-17F multi-purpose scrubber  is a versatile commercial grade floor 
machine capable of handling many tasks from sanding and stripping to 
scrubbing and polishing on various hard surfaces.  

Equipped with a powerful 3 horsepower electric motor it can even do marble 
and concrete grinding. 

The rugged all metal housing provides the power and durability to withstand 
punishment and last through the toughest jobs. Compact and built tough to 
last in commercial cleaning environments

MOTOR 2.24  KW (3 HP) 220V / 50HZ

BRUSH SPEED 200 RPM

BRUSH/PAD SIZE 45CM (18 INCHES)

MACHINE WEIGHT 54KG

HANDLE HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

LEAD 13M HEAVY DUTY SAFETY RUBBER

STANDARD ACCESSORIES SOLUTION TANK, PAD DRIVE, ALUMINIUM 

PLATE, IRON WEIGHT SET

FEATURES
SAFETY FIRST
Thumb activated safety interlock switch 
prevents accidental start ups.

POWERFUL 3HP, 200RPM MOTOR
Handle any job with ease from sanding and 
stripping to scrubbing and polishing on 
various hard surfaces.

ALL METAL HOUSING
The all metal housing provides the power 
and durability to last through the toughest 
jobs.

NON-MARKING BUMPERS
Full surround non-marking bumpers help 
prevent damage to walls and furniture.
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